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Tb. report was undertaken min for the mpose ot determining

the electron erg distribution in an argon 1W =ited plain sino

up until the writing of this repart, no eerg distribution mesur-

mts have been made in aW RY plais. I have written this report

vith the hope that a person with a general pl csLs background but

with little or no knowledge of plamas am appreciate how energ

distributions of electrons in plasmas mq be determined and speifi-

cally hw tb may be ae in F esalted plams.

Perhap the most valuable aspect of this investigation (in

addition to accomplishing what I set out to do) was the discovery

that no matter how simple a problea souds an paper, uexpeted dif-

ficulties always seem to crop up when nov ideas are tried. There-

fore, In scheduling a project I have found that time Mst be set

aside to Iron out ao unforeseen difficulties that might arise.

In conducting this investigation I received valuable assistance

from the members of the Ilectronic Technolog Laboratory at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base. I sam indebted to Mr. David L. MWs for

his most painstaking explanation of equimt and helprul suggestions

and to Mr. 3. Mason Friar for the use of his radio transmitter. I

an also indebted to W. Werner F. Jeha for the construction of the

spherical probe, for his help with the vacm qstem, and for his

Swhich kept up the author's morale.
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explanation of the more complex aspects of probe theory and for all the

suggestions he made throughout the experiment. I also wish to express

vq appreciation to Professor La Verne Lewis who was ns thesis adviser,

and to Dr. William C. Eppers who sponsored the project and made the

equipment available to me.
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This investigtic. determined that electron sme distribution

meammenmto in an 3 excited plans re feasible if the plain is

excited by a cylindrical coil fed push-pull from a balaned paa

ource and if probe msasrmemts are ae along the axis of the coil.

As far as is known, the mam mnts made during this Investigation

are the first esg asuremnts me. in an 27 plana.

The basic theory of plana generation and general probe theory

wer reviewed; Hdicus* spherical probe theory was used in makig

the determinations. Zxpimental equipment was designed and built

and suggetions for iwprovement were edo.

The results indicated that In the argon 31 plamn of this

investigation, the energ distribution is nmrkedly 1nc n.

vILL
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iiNIMMIMra OF 3O!ME VA=D M3

I. k~

Forty years ago Lmewl gave the nam plai to partly Soised

gs In which the positive and negative charges we -- --dmately equal

and developed the basic piams theory (We 8W). Since Louniw' a t~ms

the field of plames p~uasos has been exnpeaded greatly. Plais theory

is not only a interesting subject but is lqmertmt since pr'obably

"9.9% of matter In o universe is in the pisme state (Ref W:). Thns,

the stWW of plamms, Is Indeed wrthebile.

This report deals with one area of plasma ploysics, the determina-

tion of electron enera' distribution In an RP excited plasma. It Is

important because the results of this experiment mqy shed light in other

areas of investigation. The 3lectronic Technology Laboratory at Wight-

Fattersoul is currently doing studies on the gaseous laser. An an

extension of this thesis topic it mmq be possible to determine the

electron energy distribution in the laser with the hope of using the

information obtained to try to optimiso the laser's efficiency.

At present no wrk has been done in making energ mseaswamsnts In

an RY plama, and the main objective of this report was to determine

If meauingful measuements cold be made. Measureents were msd, in a

cylindrical argon filled tube with the restriction that the mauements

1
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wero modo only uloug the center lin of the eb. The roae for this

restriction will be made apparent in chapter nI.
This rport is divided into five saft prt.s

(1) A discussion of the formation and properties

of a plain, imlding an ana37sis of the con-

ditions under which meaaements can be mde

in an plana;

(2) A discussion of probe theory in general;

(3) A discussion of spherical probe theory;

(4) A discussion of the equint used in the

experiment;

(5) Reilts and conclusions.

A cownter propen which was used in reducing the data nm be

found in Appendix A. Smi-log plots of the second derivative of the

probe cwvs q be found in Appendix B.

2
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I7. E1mm Umd1a1gA

I2rstio *d Proe2UK1es 2L a LUa

When an electric field is applied to a gan at atmospheric pressure,

the gas wil-l act as a good dielectric unless the electric field is

extremel strong. If the pressure of the gas is reduced sufficiently

wad the field is held constant, the gas will become conducting and the

gas may glow with a color characteristic of the gas employed (Ref 1 132).

In this experiment argon gas was used and the resulting piamae was pink.

The field applied to the gas mybe eithera DO or RYfield. The

DC field may be generated if a potential is applied between two elec-

trodes placed in the gas. The RI field may be produced by surrovading

the gas with a coil and then applying RP energy to the oil.

kngU&UIM~ 5nkoa. The conducting properties of the gas and

the glow are caused by partial ionization of the gas and subseuent,

recombination. This partial ionization of the gas is caused by the

acceleration of electrons by the electric field and their resultant

energy loss by inelastic collision with gas atom. The primary exciting

electrons wW occur initially as a result of the interaction of cosmic

rays with the gas (Ref 14:27). If this naturally occurring process is

not sufficient to produce the necessary initial souce of electrons for

the creation of the plasma, an external source of electrons wq be pro-

vided (as was the case In this experiment) by placing a Teas.a coil near

* the tube containing the gas. Once these primary electrons have been

provided and the pressure of the gas and applid electric field strength

3
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have been woperly adjustad, the plama should became self-staining

since each ionization wil produce at least one additional electron

capable of causing frthe ionisations until a balance between genere-

tion of electrons and loss of electrons in achieved.

It in vel known that a particle of charge q when fallng thwouV

a potential V will achieve a kinetic ener qV. In order to ae

fully nderstand the method ty which ionisation take. place, it in

necessay to understand hoy the electrons lose their kinetic emear.

Upon achieving a certain kinetic energy, the electrons will proceed to

lose their energy in four principal vqs (Ref 1416)%

(1) The electrons surrender energ upon suffering collisions

at the wall of the tube and to the anode in a DC dis-

charge.

(2) The electrons transfer energy to the gas in the fora

of heat as a result of elastic collisions.

(3) The electrons exeite the gas atom as a result of

inelastic collisions.

(4) The electrons ionize the gas atoms after collidi

inelasticall.

In addition, in an RY plaio, those electrons whose direction of motion

is against the electric field will also lose kinetic energ.

Since gas atoms of atmic veight A have 1840 A the mass of an

electron (an argon atom has 73,600 tipm the mass of an electron), the

energ loss by the electrons upon elastic collision with gas atoms will

be so small as to be neglgble. This can be shown to be true if the

equations of conservation of energ and moment are considered and the

4
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electron ad atom are assumd to be nal elastlo spheres. Thus even

though the electrons suffer elastic collision& in falling through a

potential V their kinetic emargies wil still be qY to a high

degree of accuracy (Ref 14011).

If the energy of the electrons in greater than the energy equiva-

lent of the ionization potential of the ps, the electrons mus ionize

the gas upon colliding inelasticalb' with a gas atom. If the energy of

the electron is less than the energ equivalent of the ionization potem-

tial, the electron will lose energ upon an inelastic collision with a

gas atom and will excite the atom. As long as the energy gained by

the electron is less than the lowest excitation level of the gas ato,

all collisions mats be elastic and if all the electrons have energes

that low, no plamsa can exist.

The electric field strength and presase must be correct to Insure

a plato because the potential through which the electrons fall per

collision is the factor that determines whether they will achieve

enough energ to cause excitation or ionization. The average distance

between collisions is known as the man free path of an electron in the

gas, and its symbol is X. If the electric field strength is symbolized

by Z, then the potential difference per noan free path is U. Since

X represents the average distance between collisions, if the number of

particles increases, then X mast decrease. This Is equivalent to

saying that as the pressure rises, the mean free path drops. Thus, there

is an inverse relation between mean free path, X, and pressure p; hence,

5
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the potential difference p mean free path wil be proportional to 3/p

(Ref 14:16). In order to achieve excitation or ionization, the ratio

Z/p mast be adjusted so that it is large enough to insure that the

potential per mean free path is large enough that the electron will

gain enough energ after several man free paths to excite or ionize

the atom. This my be accomplished by increasing the field strength

or lowering the pressure. In this experiment, the presmre was set

at 0.2 torr which was sufficiently low for the field intensity

involved to give a dense plasma.

ZmJL a IN& an Z2M. At this point, mention vill be

made of the positive ions and their roles in oausing ionization.

Positive ions are formed whenever an electron is ejected from a

neutral atom. These ions wil also gain kinetic energy as a result

of being accelerated by the electric field. The masses of the ions

are essentially the same as the masses of the neutral gas atom since

the loss of an electron will affect their masses negligibly. Since

the ions have about the sam mass as the neutral gas atoms, the ions

wll lose most of their energy after each collision and hence in most

cases never gain enough energy to excite or ionize the gas atoms. Thus,

we can essentially ignore the effect of excitation or ionization caused

by ions (Ref 14:18).

Electrons may also be liberated by the photoelectric effect, but

this contribution is very minor too. The wavelength of the photons

must be short enough to cause excitation or ionization and this is

rarely the case. The principal means of ionisation, therefore, is by

the inelastic collision of electrons with gas atoms.

6
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Conditi hS2MU ta fo kg XMMMLU

Since the nmaber of positively and negatively charged particlee in

the plasma is essentially the same, the not space charge in the plasm

region is sero. In a DC plasma the potential drop of the tube occurs

across the cathode and the positive ion sheath that forms very near it.

The rest of the plasma is essentially field free. This is fortunate

because when a plasma is probed, the probe mat be in a field-free

region in order to make meaningful measurements. In the RF case, the

electric field will penetrate the plama and the field lines will be

concentric about the axis. Probe measurements are not impossible in

the RF plasma if the probe is restricted to the axis of the tube and

a push-pul feed is used to excite the plasma. With this arrangement

there will be no R potential between probe and plasma and the probe

will lie in a field-free region as the following discussion indicates.

If the plasma is generated by feeding push-pull a coil surrounding

the plasma tube, two important conditions occur in the tube. First, a

ground plane will exist in the tube if the electrical center of the

coil is grounded. Secondly, at the geometrical center of the tube the

R electric field should be sero if the exciting frequency is not too

high.

2rSnd flane. Feeding the coil push-pull implies that the voltage

impressed on one side of the coil will be 1800 out of phase with the

voltage Impressed on the other side. If the voltages are balanced and

if I (Fig. 1, shown on the following page), the electrical center of

7
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the 0oilP Is puunded, & po1 plan PIMA is expected In the tobe as

& remalt Of the sy3ntq of the coil and the psh-poll feed.

ZIWA-IM DA". If the exciting frequenc Is not too high,

i.e. , if its associated

wavelength is long com-

pared to the circumference

of the coil, then the cur-

retat atq point of the sll -

coil at any instant of

tim in constant, and thus

the current 1(t) is

independent of position.

The magnetic field at

Position r mq be fon Fig. 1

by use of Ampere Is Law, Top View of Exciting Coil

But by using the law of cosines in Fig. 1

rt2 =2 + 23ca0(2

and coop =L±&2L+.r92.r2L= sinq) (3)
23r'

a
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Substituting Eq (2) Into Eq (3)

A2 + r2 + 12 _ 2fome _ 2 (4)
S 2

Substituting Eqs (2) and (4) into Eq (1) and simplifying

( 4  2 Jo 0 2 - o] (5)B(r) z 4% r '[ 2osJ/

Equation (5) is not integrable in closed form.

BY asumnng that the wavelength associated with the exciting fre-

quency was long with respect to the coil dimension, Nq (5) was derived

in which B its a function of r and t only. Thus the iagnetic flux

lines are synt-ic about the axis and oonsequently the lines of force

representing the eleotric field Z Wil forA closed concentric loops

about the axis.

Faraday's Law states that

~Edl-jm dA (6)
at

Althcug Eq (5) cannot be integrated in closed form, B(r) m be

evaluated at r = 0, which is a point of considerable interest, yielding

B(0 ) = * (7)
29



SLnce 3(r,t) is finite at r = 0 an is a ootious function

eve6iwbere inside the coil, it will be aasd that In the Interval

from r=O to r=Ar that B(r ) isconstant atzavkyti t and

is given bZq (7). Solvinglq (6) for I yields

4% - 2K adt =F fr r (8)

W m 1W tx (9)

2P.It 0

z = a U~I ar(10)
4B 8t

Therefore, lin I = 0
Ar -, 0 (11)

From the preceding discussion, it is seen that the probe nust be

positioned along the axis of the tube to avoid RP pick-up by the probe

and to prevent the electrons from being accelerated to the probe by

the electric field.

10
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III. fiWMza~ 1 ECnba Theor

Langwuir was the first to do an adequate study of the theory of

electron collection by probes. Later he and Hott-Smith published a

paper in October, 1926 (Ref 13) which is a valuable reference for probe

theory. Druyesten, however, was the first to show that the second

derivative of probe current with respect to probe voltage in the elec-

tron retarding region is proportional to the energy distribution of

the electrons in the plasma. In 1961 Madicus developed the theory of

spherical probes (Ref 11) using an impact parameter approach to the

problem. His theory has the advantage over DruWvesteyn's in that

although it yields the saw results, it is much simpler to comprehend.

To apply Medicus' theory in its entirety the data, however, obtained

from probing a plasma mast come from a small spherical probe.

The electrons in the plasma my asnse ar type of distribution

in Medicus' theory, and his theory will apply to RF excited plasmas as

well as DC excited plamas, providing there is no RP potential between

the probe and the plasma and the probe is in a field-free region. In

both the DC and RF cases, the probe mast be small (diameter on the

order of 0.5 m) to insure that the probe does not distort the plasma

appreciably. Since edicus' analysis of electron energy distributions

depends on data from probes, an understanding of the current collecting

mechanism of probes is important.

11
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m a ro hah vi Um ho Zia ni1u

When a probe in placed In a plasia at a potential strongr nega.-

tive with respect to the plaIa, the probe will repel electrons and

attract ions. A positive ion sheath wil build up around the probe.

Beyond the positive ion sheath there exists a pre-sheath which con-

tains both positive and negative carriers and beyond this pre-sheath

lies the undisturbed plasna. The probe current at the strong2y nega-

tivc potential will consist entirely of an ion current as region A,

Fig. 2 indicates.

As the potential

of the probe is

&ade more positive -AIJ.S4j1-- - a*-

with respect to the .

plama. (although it

still remains nege- 1 I ,

tive with respect I
to the plasma) sa

of the higher energ1

electrons will over- V

come the probe-to-

plasmi retarding Fig. 2

potential and will Typical Probe urve

strike the probe

and be collected. In addition positive ions wil still be accelerated

to the probe so the resulting current will be the ion current minus the

12
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electron current. Thus the ourrent collected by the probe fall off an

region B, Fig. 2 indicates. The sheath around the probe will no longer

be a pure positive ion sheath since electrons a penetrate it, but

will have the characteristics of a pre-sheath. As the probe is made

even more positive with respect to the plasm a point wini be reached,

point 1, Fig. 2, in which the rate of collection of ions and electrons

in the same. Therefore, the probe will draw sero current. This is

the potential at which an insulated probe will stabilise when placed

in a plasma and therefore is called floating potential. As was men-

tioned in Chapter II, an ion will never achieve the energy of an

electron because of the comparability of ion and neutral gas atom

mass; hence, the insulated probe will stabilize at a negative poten-

tial because the electron velocity on the average must be greater

than the positive ion velocity. Thus, more electrons will diffuse to

the probe per unit time than positive ions. Since the probe is

insulated, no current can flow. The potential of the probe will then

build up to that negative value at which sufficient nmbers of the

electrons are repelled to cause the electron and ion collection rates

to be the same. Theoretically, the use of the insulated probe was

one of the earliest methods for deteraining plasma potential as it

was erroneously assumed that an insulated probe would assume the

potential of the plasa (Ref 12:315).

When the probe is made more positive than floating potential,

more of the electrons in the high range of the electron energy spec-

trum will overcome the probe-to-plasma retarding potential and will

13
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be collected. The probe current will then be equal to the electron

current -mnus the positive ion current end thus vin appear as an

electron ourrent as region C, Fig. 2, indicates.

Finally, if the probe is mad even more positive, it will reach

a potential equal to plasma potential, point 2, Fig. 2, and theoreti-

cally electrons and ions of all energies win reach the probe. For

the probe curve of Fig. 2, plasma potential is reached at the point

where the probe curve inflects as will be shown in Chapter IV. In the

region ranging from the probe at the potential at which the highest

energy electron may be collected to the probe at slightly less than

plasma potential, i.e., regionsB and C, the sheath around the probe

contains both positive and negative carriers. This region in generally

known as the electron-retarding region. At plasma potential there is

no sheath around the probe because the probe neither attracts nor

repels electrons or ions. Thus, the electrons and ions that reach

the probe reach the probe by diffusion only.

Making the probe more positive than plasma potential will cause

electrons to be accelerated and the positive ions to be repelled as

region D, Fig. 2, indicates. The sheath around the probe will be an

electron sheath containing predominantly electrons but also those ions

with energies high enough to overcome the probe-to-plasma potential.

Increasing the potential of the probe sufficiently, region 3, Fig. 2,

causes all ions to be repelled and also causes an exolusively electron

14
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sheath to form around the probe. A curve mob as that in Fig. 2 aq

be automaticaly plotted as win be discussed in Chapter V.

The primry region of interest for detaining energ distribu-

tions is the electron retarding region. As has been shown, the magi-

tude of the probe current varies as the probe-to-plaia potential is

varied. This change in the electron retarding region, as already dis-

cussed, is a result of the fact that electrons with lover energies are

able to overcome the probe-to-plama potential as the potential is made

more positive, until finally at plasma potential electrons of all

energies will be collected. Intuitively then there should be a

relationship between the electron energ distribution of the plama,

the probe current and the probe potential. The next chapter will show

how they we related.

15
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IV. &*alga Emb MW

Medicus' spherical probe theory, which he proposed in the LsIa1

9f AMQd =AUA in December, 1961, was used exclusively in this

project and will be discussed in this chapter. This chapter parallels

his spherical probe theory (Ref 11) in shoving the relationship between

the energy distribution of the electrons in the plasma, the probe cur-

rent and the probe potential, but this author has found it more advan-

tageous to this paper to derive all equations in terms of energy

distribution functions rather than velocity distribution functions

as was done by Mdicus. The equation used by Medicus for determining

current density will be derived by this author on the basis of electron

scattering. The location of plasma potential on the probe curve will

be shown as a logical extension of .4dicus' spherical probe theory.

ott-Smith and Lanmazir in 1926 devised equations for electron

collection in an article in hA aJa Review but suggested an alternate

attack which consisted of subdividing the flow of electrons into

parallel moving swarms of electrons (Ref 13051). )sdicus has used

this approach in developing his theory of electron collection by the

spherical probe.

Prob gQWUM 9L am I1a 1a DJatk± af LSM USZJ& 2L UWkou

If a probe having a radius rp is immersed in a hypothetical

plasma scontainin monoenergetic electrons and is at the potential of

the plasma in an actual case it will collect ions and electrons which
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diffuse to the probe. The fact that ions diffuse to the probe when it

is at plasma potential and are attracted to the probe when it is nega-

tive with respect to the plains wll be ignored in the following

derivations as the effet of the positive ion current vil later be

quantitatively shown to be mall. For the purpose of this derivation

then the positive ions vill be assumed to be in the plasm for the

sole purpose of preserving spaoe charge neutrality and wil not be

collected by the probe.

The current collected by the probe vi therefore be purely an

electron current and will be equal to the product of the collecting

area of the probe and the electron current density. If it is assmed

that the distributions of the electrons in the bypothetocal plase re

isotropic and each electron has the same speed v then the electron

current density, as will be shown in the paragraph that follows, is

gh where q is the electronic
4

charge and n is the electron

number density. The collecting

area of the probe is the surface

area of the probe, i.e., 4mr 2

as Fig. 3 suggests. Fig. 3

By an electron scattering Current Collection in an
Isotrovic P.asM

approach, the current densitr

is quite easily determined. In Fig. 4 (shown on the rlloving pap) S

is a unit of area normal to the Z direction. If Z represents the

macroscopic electron elastic scattering oross section of the neutral gas

17



atma, then tIM m or of sle tmf slastIO&W soattmed ot of vob

aj~ r~jqW# isw r2uma ot en at these oxec-

tircs i reach

saw will be

attemuated en tsieded v

rate bw elastio

matterin and

also because the

scattering is

assmed to be

isoroi. The

nmber scattered
out of the volume Fig. 4

elm t and Area S into *Lh Bleotroms
are Scattered

reaching S is

UNS nvzr2e-E slm o i. The feat that e lectaru coul be

iuelastically scattered is ipored because for most values that v vill

mmm, the macrocopic inelastic scattering cross section is n.1l.

The carrent dIenitf J striking 8 from the positive Z direction is

therefore given by

= f0 JI 5! o..Zs r oOst3SdBdqdl (12)

t



If it isa ed that the area 8 is far fro the bodae of the

plasma, the upper limit of r q be set at Infinity. Therefore

mg -*.-r cousledjdqdr (13)
4

and upon integration

W= (14)
4

Since I, the probe current is the product of the collecting area and

the current density

I = (15)
4

or xp 2 w quy (16)

LZgAB 9BJ112RUM9 RL A MALaJUa & sQt u1 ~ &m
If the same spherical probe is placed in a inou-directional

parallel swarm of monoenergetic electrons, Fig. 5, and the probe poten-

tial is the sm as plasm poten- I
tial the current collected by the -- +

probe is again equal to the prod-

uct of the collecting area and
Fig. S

the ourrent denst which are

Current Collection in a
now dffeent from the Parallel Swarm of Ileotrons
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isotropic case. The collecting area for the parallel umrm is the

cross-sectional area of the probe (Fig. 5 an the preesdin pop),

i.e., x. The curent density is qnv. Thus,

p2

I = 2qnv (17)

This is the same equation as Iq (16). Hence, a spberioal pwobe in a

plasma of Imnoenergetio electrons can be aabsed as a spherical probe

in a monoenergetic parallel swarm of electrons. By further extension

of this idea a spherical probe in ma, plasma can be analysed as a

spherical probe in mew parallel swarms of electrons in which each

parallel swarm corresponds to a particular energy range.

If a potential is applied to the probe that is negative with

respect to plasm potential, the electrons will be repelled from the

probe. If a positive potential is applied with respect to the plasm

potenUal, the electrons wil be attracted to the probe. Their

behavior, when in the presence of the probe, can best be exainned by

considering a monomeergetic parallel swam of electrons and by deter-

mining their impact parameters. The impact parameter of an electron

in the presence of the probe is the distance by which the electron

would miss the center of the probe if there were no Coulomb force

between them. The impact paramter for grasing incidence on the

probe is the impact parameter of an electron which just touches the

surface of the probe as it passes by the probe.

20
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It pg r epe e the Im aOt ParI to r rasing incidence on

the probe, then electrons with impat parameter loes than p will be

colected by the probe and electrons with Ipact paramters greater

then pg wil not be collected. Figure 6 Illustrates two situations.

Fig. 6a is the case of electron acceleration, i.e., V> 0 where V

is the poten-

tial of the

probe refer-

enced to

plain poten- PS

tial. Fgr

6b is the VO V<O

cas of elec- (a) (b)

tron retarda-

tion, i.O., Fig. 6

V < 0. The Ipact Parameters for Grazing Incidence

different (]h. Rot 11 s2512)

paths the

electrons arn in the two cases is due, of course, to the Coulomb

force between the electrons and the probe. In a parallel swar& of

electrons, if the probe is at a potential other than plama potential,

the collecting area will not be the cross-sectional area of the

2
spherical probe but will be a function of pg specifically %pg . An

Fig. 6 indicates, in the case of a probe potential negative with respect

to plain potential, the collecting area is less than the cross-sectional

21



area t the obe since pg < rp. In the cae of the wobe at a potem-

tial positive with respect to the plaoa, the collecting area is greater

since Pg > rp. An equation for probe ouremt in a noneneors ta paral-

le1 swarm of electrons for a spherical probe at aW potential uq agala

be written as the product of the collecting wae and current density'.

The collecting area of the probe for probe potentials other than plai

potentials is Sp2 within limitations which will be discussed on pae

25. The current density is again qnv. Therefore,

2
=xpqnv (18)

which, following the reasoning used previously, is not onay the equation

for current collection in a monoen gtic parallel swum of electrons,

but is also the equation for current collection in a plasna of mono-

energetic electrons.

P9 mq be calculated as a function of probe redius, probe poten-

tial, and electron energ by considering the equations of conservation

of energy and conservation of angular nomentum about the probe and by

assuming the potential drop between probe and plato occurs across the

sheath.

By the law of conservation of energy, the kinetic energy of an

electron at the probe equals the am of the kinetic energy of the

electron at the sheath and its potential nerg, L.e.,

2 = 2 + qV (19)

2 sp 2 aq2
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where v. is the velocity of the electron at probe;

v is the velooity of the electron at sheath.

vP, however, is oomposed of radial and tangential omponents to

the probe, i.e.

v2 = V2  V 2  (20)P, rp Vtp

where Vrp is the radial component of velocity at probe;

Vtp is the tangential component of velocity at probe.

vrp, however, must equal zero in order for an electron to grass

the probe. Thus,

2 2  (21)
Vp : Vtp

Substituting Eq (21) into Zq (19)

2 m2p 2 2 + qV (22)

Since angular moentim about the probe mast be conserved, the

angular nmowntan of the eleotron at the sheath must equal the angular

momentum at the probe.

r x mkv r. X Ivp (23)

For grazing incidence at the probe,

pdavs= rpmvtP (24)
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and thus,

V = (25)
tp

Subst~utlngq (25) into Iq (22) yilds~

1pL.I 22a =j = lm + qV (26)

2 2
rp

2 2 -2rqVPg = rP+ 2 (27)

aT.

or P: z (1 + IV) (26)s rP z

where 3 in the mnerug of the electron at the sheath edge which in the

energ of the electron in the undisturbed plain. Uuation (26) OW

also be written an

2= 2(I U) (29)

where U 1s the kinetic WMel of the electron in electron volts.
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At this tms e it is varthwile to exmine aq (28) in terms of

Fig. 6. When the potential of the probe is cre positive then plam

potential, pg is eater them rp t a1 e nrgies. Squatiom (28)

demnsates that pg at a flumd potential appoaohes Infinity for

energies approaching sero. This Is not logical sxcept in the case of

the probe v:ith an Infinite sheath. Sioe the potential dp between

probe and plamn In assuand to oocr across the sheath, ony those

electrons reaching the sheath, 1.o., those with Pg = rs we attracted

to the probe. Therefore in the eleotr -aooslarating region the r

imit of Pg equails re. Thus for 0< 3~ <kP g must iuil re.

Substituting pg = re into Rq (28)yields

rs2 = r + S) (30)

Therefore,

lk z qV (31)

The region of interest in determining electron aw distributions,

however, is for probe potentials less than plaina potential.

When the potential of the probe is less than plmm potential pg

Is Indeed loss than rh for q o -< as q (28) Indicates. Thus

the collecting area is loe than the cross-sectional area. The limits
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re set an I sinse an infinitely fast electon has a paing ipact

parmelte Pg = r. dAle an electron with em' Z = I qVI has a

gazsing Impt p te Pg = 0. Electrons with 3 < I qVj wil not

be collected by the robe.

uL GA a t z a M IM" In Sugum uII n a
By substituting Eq (28) into Eq (18), Eq (18) a now be written as

I = r (1 + SX)qnv (32)

where V wil be restricted to values negative vith respect to plasm

potential. Converting Eq (32) to a functioc of enar,

I : Krqn(2)1/2(1 + j)1/2 for V < 0 (33)

General enal distributions m now be considered by superposition

of infinitesimal mononergetic contributions. If F(E) is defined as

the fraction of electrons per unit anaer interval, then F(•)dE is the

fraction of electrons with energies between I and Z + M and

nF(3)dZ is the umber density with energies between I and Z + M.

The contribution to the probe current for an snerly range from Z to

Z + dl is therefore

2 2)1/2(1 + VE)l/2jp()a for V < 0 (34)dI = w'pr-w

Miace Eq (34) is restricted to probe potentials negative with respect

to plama potential the total current at a particular potential may be
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foand bF Integating q (34) over a11 energies of electrons that oan be

oolleotedW the probe. P r a partioul V < 0 the ivest mear

electron that mq be ooleoted is 3B, Awe N appoaches qV as a

limit, i.e., Ila (N + 42) z qV. Thus

I 3 f (1+ qj)Zl/2,() (B

where K = trqn( ) 1

DWIMu11 a~ L bazgM som ak1&1 EiiM
By differentiating Eq (35) tvice, it will nov be shown that the

distribution fmotion can be ezprssod In terms of the second derive-

tive of probe ourrent with respect to probe voltae.

V x (j (u)d (36)

and i =qf f-1/2F(Z)d (37)

Since 3. approaches qV as a limit

MV = qdV (38)
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IL=1I (39)
dI 1  q dV

-a = . !w(40)

U 2  q I

Substituting Zq (38) into Eq (40) yilds

el= !& (41)

d4~ q qdv

and 2 . 2! (42)

Subtitating 3q (39) into Eq (37) yields

AdL = ]k OD3/2() (43)

Differetiating Eq (43) with respeCt to N am BIuPlifYimg Yields

LIj KZ)1/2'(Z (44)

dE 2
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aubstituting Eq (42) into Eq (44) yields

= Kq2(Z')'1/2y(zv ) (45)

dV2

or F(¢V) = K1' d 2 ' (1V)1/2 (46)
VdV22 2

where K, = Kq2 ,

The significance of Zq (46) is that the fraction of electrons

having a particular energy N (where ,,. approaches qV as a limit)

per unit energ interval can be determined by multiplying the second

derivative of probe current with respect to probe potential br the

square root of the eneru . EV and the second derivative of probe

current can be obtained from the second derivative of a probe curve

automatically plotted from data taken by a spherical probe. If Eq (46)

is applied throughout the electron-retarding region tho energy dis-

tribution of the electrons ma be determined as will be discussed mre

fully in Chapter VI.

L22AUM 2L ELIM EtaUIn

The fact that plana potential occurs at the inflection point of

a probe curve will now be shown. As has been mentioned on page 25,

when the probe is at a positive potential, those electrons whose ener-

gies are less than Rk will have an impact parmter for grazing

incidence of pg = r . For an Infinitely thin sheath, i.e., when
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S-r.., k -.. a as Nq(31) Indioates. Be m re -rp electrons

of all energies wil have Pg = re and the probe current for V > 0

is given by

%r~f~ q(j)1/21/27(3)M for V > 0 (47)

since the collecting area is now r2

The above equation is independemt of V; hence the curretvii

saturate above plasma potential for the case of the Infinit2y thin

sheath. Since ra -* r., the value at which the current will saturate

is the value of the current at plamm potential because at pisma

potential N =0 and V =0 in Nq (24).

For the other extreme case of an infinitely large sheath 1 -, 0

in Nq (31). Since ra is infinite3im large, Zq (28) gives the correct

value of Pg for all V. Thus the current is nowgivenby

I = J'x 2qu(2.)1/2(j + 9V) (1/2)(), for V > 0 (48)

Upon integration, I vun be in the form of I = a+ bV where a and

b are constants (Ref 11:251). Since Nq (48) at V = 0 is the "me

as I (35) at V= 0 and lq (48) islinear in V, the portion of the

probe curve in the accelerating region is tangent to the probe curve

in the retarding region and is linear.
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Actual probes have neither infinitely thin sheaths or infinitely

large sheaths. Therefore actual probe curves in the electron-

accelerating region must lie between the two limiting cases, Fig. 7.

Since the upper limit of the probe curve for V > 0 is linear and

tangent to the curve for V < 0 the actual probe curve at most must

be linear. It more probably will be concave downward, however.

The probe curve in the electron-retarding region will now be

shown to be concave upward. For the monoenergetic caue, it has been

shown that

I = nvq(1 + SV)x 2  (32)

Thus for a constant Z, I

varies linearly with V. At 'ag /

the potential V where

E = -qV the current will .

be zero. When V= O, I

is at its maxima in the

electron retarding region, V vWo

i.e.p

2nvr 2 (16) Fig. 7
p1 Actual Probe Curve with

Two Liiting Cases

If one considers a

hypothetical plasma containing electrons of three energy groups B1,

E2, and Z3 in which (a) El > E2 > E3, (b) the number density of
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each goup is n1 , n2 , and u3 , respectively, and (c) the velocity

of each group, i.e., V1 , V2 , and V3 , respectively, then a probe

curve such as the one in Fig. 8 may be constructed with the use of

Eq (32). This idea may be extended to a plasma containing all energies

with the resulting

figure concave

upward. Thus

plasma potential

does indeed cor- f m,

respond to the

inflection point

in a probe curve

since it marks the Fig. 8

transition from a Superposition of Probe Current

curve that is (From Ref 10:1243)

concave upward to

one that is either linear or more probably concave downward. Plasma

potential also must correspond to the point where the second derivative

of the probe curve equals zero since the second derivative of any curve

at its inflection point is zero.

From Fig. 8 it can be seen that the current at plasma potential

for a plasma having electrons of energies E1 , E2 , and E3 is
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given by
3

I = itr 2 q Znivi  (49)
i=1

Therefore, for a plasma having N energ groups

N
I = irtq nlv1  (50)

But since

N
E niv i

T E - 1 (51)

* 1
N

and n = n1  (52)

N
and n= nv i  (53)

i=1

1= qnr'qn (54)

or n I/xrq (55)

Therefore, if the radius of the probe and the urent at plasma poten-

tial are known, plasma density may be calculated by first computing the

average electron velocity and then using Eq (55).
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V.

The following steps were undertaken tk the author in preparing the

equiAient for data taking:

(1) Design, construction and mounting of the plasma

tube;

(2) "Bake-out" of the tube and subsequent filling

with argon;

(3) Installation of the plama exciting equipnt;

(4) Installation of the Seasuring equipmnt;

(5) Positioning of the probe along the axis of the

exciting ooil;

(6) Cleaning of the probe.

The tube that contained the plama is shown in Fig. 9 on the fol-

lowing page. The tube was 11.5 cam in dimeter and 20.5 cm high. It

was designed with a chamagne bottle shape on both ends to prevent

collapsing at high vacums. The tube and the entire system were tested

with a helium leak detector at a vacaum of 10- 6 torr and no leaks were

found.

Since there is no physical way in which to reference a probe to a

plato directly, a reference electrode sust be located in the plama

for all probe measurements. For a DC plasma the probe may be refer-

enced to one of the electrodes already in the tube, i.e., the anode or
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Refereace gltct4fth

ToNm

Fig. 9

Pleama Tube
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cathode. For an electrodeless discharge (RP excited plama) a reference

electrode =at be placed in the tube.

The reference electrode, Fig. 9, used in this experiment was a

10-cm-in-diameter circular Monel disk 0.5 m thick. Monel was chosen

because it is easy to work with and is non-magnetic. The rather large

sle of the reference electrode was selected for two reasons. First,

it was easier to construct than a smaller one would be. Secondly, Fetz

and uechsner (Ref 4:251) reommsended in their paper on the determination

of plasma potential of an RP excited plasma that the ratio of surface

area of the reference electrode to the surface area of the probe be at

least 10001. The ratio in this case was 22,000:1.

The physical reason for the large ratio between probe and reference

electrode area is obvious. When the probe draws electrons from a plasm,

the reference electrode draws an equal number of positive ions. if the

reference electrode were the same size as the probe, when the potential

between probe and plasma is made more positive, the probe would only

draw an increasing amount of electron current until ion saturaticn of

the reference electrode occurred. When ion saturation of the reference

electrode is reached, electron saturation of the probe must be reached

because the probe cannot remove more electrons from the plasma than the

reference electrode can remove ions. In examining the typical prote

curve in Fig. 2, it is evident that ion saturation of the reference

electrode would distort the shape of the electron current of the probe

drastically. If the reference electrode is made many times larger thi.

the probe, the reference electrode will then increase its ion collecti.g
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capability by a factor approximating the ratio of the reference elec-

trode area to the area of the probe. If this is done, the reference

electrode will not saturate before electran saturation of the probe

occurs and hence will have no effect on the electron drawing capability

of the probe.

A 1 -ca-in-diameter hole was out in the center of the reference

electrode to allow the probe to pass through. The two rows of seven

0.1-c -wide evenly spaced slits in the reference electrode (Fig. 9)

were cut for the purpose of preventing edy currents. Spot welded to

the reference electrode were two 0.1-ca inside diaeter Monel sleeves

7 cm apart. Into each sleeve was fitted a Kovar wire, 8 ca long and

0.1 am in dimter. These two wires suspended the reference electrode

in the bottle and protruded 1 cam through the glass tube to provide

electrical contacts so that the probe could be referenced to ground.

The probe consisted of a 0.54-im-in-diameter tungsten sphere

suspended on a tungsten wire. Surrounding the wire was a quartz

capillary to prevent electrons and ions from being collected by the

wire in addition to being collected by the probe. The probe was

designed to be capable of being raised to within 2.5 cam of the reference

electrode and lowered to 9 an fram the reference electrode.

The plasma tube was blown by the glass blover of the Electronic

Technolog Laboratory and mounted on a pmp stand. Figure 10, shown

on the following page, is a schematic showing the placement of the

tube on the pump stand and the valve arrangement used for filling

the tube.
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The argon gas that was used to fill the plae. tube used in this

investigation was supplied by the 1.1 liter bottle shown below in

Fig. 10. This bottle

was connected to the

system by the 2-cm-

in-disaeter glass

tube 21.1 cm long E •&,

which etened from

the bottle to a pump

Kovar seal which

connected the glass Fig. 10

tubing to a Kovar Sohematic of Valve and

tube 0.2 ca in

diameter and 17 ca long. This thin Kovar tube was connected to valve 3.

The bottle vas sealed by the manufacturer by means of a glass tip

as seen at the Junction of the glass tubing and gas bottle in Fig. 10.

In order to allow the gas to escape, this tip had to be broken. Before

the glass tube vas sealed to the Kovar tube, an iron slug was placed in

the glass tube. This slug was moved up against the glass tip (at the

appropriate time) by means of a magnet until the tip broke. To insure

a clean system, this iron slug must be encapsulated in glass before

it is inserted into the glass tubing in order to eliminate outgassing

from the slug.
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Valves 1, 2, and 3 were designed by the Xlectronic Technology

Laboratory for high vacuum work. They have the characteristic of being

able to hold a vacuum of 104 torr and can withstand at least 120

"bake-outs".

To insure an impurity-free system, the tube, valves, and connecting

pipes had to be baked before the tube was filled with argon. Valves 1,

2, and 3 were opened, the pus were put in operation, and an electrical

oven was lowered over the equipment. The tube was baked for 10 hours

at 4500 C until all outgassing ceased. The oven was raised, all valves

were closed, and the iron slug was then rimd up against the glass

tip, breaking it and allowing gas to fill the glass tubing. Valve 3

was opened and then closed again to allow gas to fill the volume between

valve 3 and 2. Valve 2 was then opened, allowing gas to fil the plama

tube.

The plasma-exciting coil used in this investigation was a one-turn

copper coil 16.5 cam in diameter. The copper coil was made by bending a

52 x 17.7 x 0.2 cm sheet of copper in the form of a cylinder. The end.

however, were not completely closed. A gap of 1.5 cm rnained and the

two ends of the copper coil were bent perpendicular to the coil surface

to create two 0.75-cm-wide flaps as shown in Fig. 11 on the following

page. This was done so that a variable mica capacitor could be placed

across the coil and to provide a convenient place to attach the pover

input coils. One RG-8/U shielded coaxial cable was bolted and soldered
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to each side of the coil at the lit to provide the power leads to the

coil. The tank circuit

consisting of the varia-

ble capacitor and the

copper coil was tuned

to the transmitter

frequency, which wa

21.3 so. This fre-

quency was selected

because it lies in

the amateur bend and 1ig. 11

because its associated Plaes Bmting eil

wavelength is large

compared to the dimnsions of the coil, i.e., the ratio of wavelength

to coil circumerence is about 30 to 1. Because of this fact and the

fact that the coil wa fed push-pull, the current at arq point on the

coil at any instant of time was constant; hence, the field at the

center of the coil was swo and the gound plane mntioned in Chapter II

existed in the tube.

mmz scb

The transmitter used as a source of power in exciting the plasma

van a oom ncial Viking Ranger made by 3. P. Johnson Compa. It had

a single-ended output rated at 65 watts. The RF power was fed by an

RG-8/U coaxial cable to a T-splice contained inside a grounded alminum
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box. The output cables fro. the T-splioe were the ones bolted and

soldered to the coil in Fig. 11, as mentioned. The lengths of the

coaxial cables were 0.65 meters and 5.30 meters.

The physical length of wire corresponding to a half wave length

of c urent or voltage is given by

= .XV? (56)
2v

where X = physical wave length of wire

C = velocity of light in free space

VP = velocity factor which in defined as the ratio of wavelength

in wire to wavelength in free space

v = frequency of operation.

For RG-8/U the velocity factor is 0.66 (Ref 15348).

Hence, = x 108 x .66 (57)
2 x 21.3 x 106

X= 4.65 mitr (58)

The two coaxial cables used, therefore, differed in length by one-

half wavelength. Thus at any instant of time the current and voltage at

the coil end of one cable were 1800 out of phase with the current and

voltage at the coil end of the other cable. By this Judicious selection

of lengths, the single-ended feed of the transmitter was converted to
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push-pull. This arrangiment for comverting from -mg-amdei to push-

pan feed u s adopted be-se of efdiem q. wthe arrangmmt

which wll be imtomed in the folloing paragraph did not wor satis-

factasily.

An attempt was imed to feed the singloe4aded cutput of the trans-

mitter to the rimry of a trandorer having a center-tapped seeondary

In order to convert the single-ended feed to push-pull. A pod

I _- 4y e mtoh could not be sods and the resulting plai ws so weak

that probe cuves could not be taken. A Ilaoato-bwlt generator

(not despd for this aperismmt) with a pash-pull output ws tried,

but It had no U ood. Balanced mnts of power oud not be fed

from this trnsmitter into each aide of the coil mimce the oseillatr

was self-eoiting. IX this ease the plains ws quite dense, but a

la e imnt of RI interference was picked up 1w the probe so that

the condition of no RIP potential between robe and plaims could not

be met; hence, no meaingftl probe oeves could be taken. The Atb

started building a crstal controlled oscillator having a pusb-pull

power output, but due to time limitations w unable to complete it.

A push-pull tranmitter is = desirable for an eQaeriaUt of this

nature, but it is not absolutely necessary if me is not available.

SehmatioalL the circuitry for plotting of probe curves is as

shown In Fig. 12 on the following pae. Rt, the voltage dropping

resistor, mast be mall in ecaparisca to the apparent Iupedaee of
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the plasma Rp so that the sweep potential vini be the potential that

appears between probe and plan, i.e.,

This is necessary so that for evor valu* of probe current the cor-

responding value of probe voltagewi be known accurately. Values

of 5, 10, end 500 ohm were used for Ri to met this requrement.

The voltage across Ri

of an X-Y plotter and the

voltage of the variable

sweep supply in the input

to the X axis of the plot-
toer. As the power supplyJteeeot

is swept mnually through

various potentials of the Fig. 12

probe with respect to the CirOuit for Automatic Probe Plotting

referenoe electrode, the

plotter will automatically plot the voltage across Rj (which is pro-

portional to probe ourrent) versus the probe potential.

In this investigation an inatrsuet designed by the olectronic

Technology Laboratory was used in taking probe curves. It not only

plotted probe curves using an X-1 plotter, but also had the oapability

of plotting with the sam X-Y plotter the second derivatives of the
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probe curves; hence, it will be referred to as the Seond Derivative

Apparatus.

To take second derivatives the Second Derivative Apparatus super-

imposes a very small pure 1-ko sinusoidal sigal on the DC probe volt-

age which in swept manually. In this investigation a 40 mv sinal was

used. The second harmonid in the probe current caused by the non-

linearity of the probe curve is filtered, amplified, rectified by a

phase true detector, and plotted by the X-Y plotter. The second

harmonic is proportional to the second derivative of probe current

with respect to probe voltage. A more detailed description of the

Second Derivative Apparatus may be found in an article published in

the March, 1963, issue of the &2iux gf igita uuA l a (Ref 9).

2=1ng Wd 4 2iadAag 2L kilNAl
Special effort was taken in grounding and shielding the test

apparatus. The transmitter chassis, the aluminum box containin the

T-splice, the reference electrode, the electrical center of the

exciting coil, and the outer conductors of the coaxial cables were

all tied into a common ground. The radiating sources of RP power such

as the transmitter, the power leads, and the T-splice were shielded so

that the RY power fed into the plasma would be only that fed in by the

exciting coil and hence would be introduced mqnetrically. The Second

Derivative Apparatus was shielded by its chassis, and its chassis was

grounded.
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The iqout of the equipmnt as used in this expeat is show

in Fig. 13 on the following page. The large Instrument in the left

foreground is the Second Derivative Apparatus. Centered In the pioture

is the glass tube which contained the plasma. The probe shaft in seen

protruding from the top. Surrounding the tube is the one-tun, copper

coil used to excite the plasma, and to its right Is the aluminm box

which contained the T-splice used in changing the transmitter single-

ended feed to push-pull feed. The instrument to its rear with the lare

dial In the center and the smaller dial in the upper right-hand corner

is the Viking Raner XI transmitter. The large hexagonal object in

the center of the upper part of the picture is the oven used to bake

the tube. Figure 14 on pap 47 is a close-up of the tube and excita-

tion coil. The coaxial cable fastened to the probe and reference

electrode by the alligator clips leads tq the Second Derivative

Apparatus. The glass bottle containing the filling gas mq be seen

in the right rear. Valves arked 2 and 3 in Fig. 10 a be seen in

the right foregound standing upright on the thin lover tubing coming

from the bottle containing the filling gas.

Before taking probe curves, two tasks remained to be accomplished.

First, the exciting coil had to be centered around the plasm tube so

that the probe would be in the field-free region and so that no RI

potential would exist between probe and plama. Secondly, the probe

had to be cleaned by sputtering before taking probe curves.
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Fig. 134

Equipmont Layout
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I Fig. 14

Plain Tube and Exciting Coil
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To ctering of the coil was verified by the orcuit In Fig. 15.

The veriable spply Zb

consisted of batteries

in series to give potem.

tials between the probe

and reference electrode j I,

of 0, 11, 12, 14.5, 22,

and 29 volts. Th=

points along the probe

curve froa the ion

region to the electron

accelerating region Fig. 15

could be examined. A Circuit for Deteotin of It an Probe

floating DC sweep supply

was not used because it was felt that any 33 In t be bled off to

ground through the DC supply before reaching the 10 ohm resistor. A

0.004 pf RF by-pas capacitor was placed across the terminals of the

battery to provide a low impedance path for the RIP. At the frequency

of operation the impedance of the capacitor is less than 2 ohms. The

batteries, the by-pass capacitor, and the 10 ohm resistor vere placed

in an al-4-a box, as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 15, to

prevent R pickup. All leads into and out of the box were shielded.

The voltage drop across the 10 ohm resistor was fed into the Y

axis of a Tektronix Type 545 oscilloscope. The X axis was swept
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internally. The coil was first centered about the probe visually. At

potentials of 0, 11, and 12 volts, no RP appeared on the scope with

the vertical axis set at its maximum sensitivity, i.e., 1 av per inch.

At 14.5 volts a small but detectable amount was observed, i.e., about

0.25 mv peak-to-peak voltage. When the coil was adjusted slightly the

RF was eliminated for all bias voltages up to 29 volts.

The probe was cleaned before data taking by sputtering. The

probe was made very strongly negative with respect to the plasma.

The positive ions thus severely bombarded the probe, causing the sur-

face of the probe to be eroded away. The probe was sputtered with a

200-volt negative potential for 30 seconds on two separate occasions.

In addition, in order to supply additional electrons to light the

discharge, a Tesla coil was placed in contact with the probe shaft.

This caused the probe to become strongly negative with respect to the

plasma so that each time the plasma was ignited the probe was effec-

tively sputtered.
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V1. Emli ad 9mbnma

na in5m
Th. PI.aM had two steadY state moes of opWation In wbat will

be called the wink plasa tUe percentage of lmnisatim wag e low that

a 500-ohm voltage dropping resister wes used In Order to tahs a probe

cmrVe. The value of the probe ownt drW at plain potentil for

the probe 6.3 cm from the reference electrode was 11 micro~s. At

this position plama potential occured at about 22.5 volts above

Pound potential, Fig. 16 as shown on the following page. using

Zq (59)

22.5 z11 x10-6 x (% +I5W) (60)

RP 2.2 x106 -500 x2.Ox 10 6 obm (61)

Thus, the voltage dropping resistor is seall oared to the Impedance

offered the circuit by the plasm, and, therefore, the sweep potential

(in this cse 22.5 volts) is the potential that appeas between the

probe and plasma. Unfortunately', the current draiwi for the weak plasm

was too mn a value for the Second Derivative Apparatus and no second

derivative oiuvea could be taken in this mode of operation.
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to

Probe 6.3 an tm Refereneaectrwe

L

V -----

Fig. 16

Probe Curo of Dim Mode
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The second made of operation of the plasma was considerably

brighter in appearance indicating a higher de of ionisation and

excitation than in the weak mode. The denser wode was achieved by

putting a Tesla coil in contact with the probe shaft while the plasma

was in the weak mode. This produced an additional source of electrons

which in tun increased Ionisation.

Plasma potential at 6.3 am from the reference electrode for this

mods occurred at about 14 volts above gound potential (Fig. 17 ca the

following page). The current drawn at plama potential was 1.4 milli-

amps. Since the current was relatively large, a 5-ohn voltage dropping

resistor was used in plotting the probe curve and the Second Derivative

Appearatus was able to take the second derivative of the probe curve.

The second derivative curve in shown in Fig. 18 on page 54.

A rough idea of how the energy distribution differs in the two

modes of operation my be obtained by emining the two probe curves

without recourse to their second derivatives. The fact that plasma

potential is at a higher potential with respect to the reference elec-

trode in the weak plama than in the dense plasma suggests that higher

energy electrons are collected by the probe in the weak plasma than

in the dense plasma.

From this fact it Is logical to assume that in the vicinity of

the probe the electric field is stronger in the weak plasma than in

the dense plasma since the local value of the electron energy is

fixed by the local value of I (Ref 3:2784). This would suggest then

that as the plasma becos more ionized it has a tendency to shield
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SProbe 6.3 an frou beferenc. 32ctreft
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ott the W field. his effect , kn am skin stfct ham been Inve wtledd

bv 3Skert OWs 3t278). As the oamctivMt of the pl.as Iinasest

the radial distribtim at electrio ie l d1tmsit changes (qualita-

tively) frem a plot Indicated kq' Fig. 19a to a plot Indicated b' lig.19b.

E A

0 Tw~be ItA%1AS ' Tibe Re~las

(a) (b)
LoW Conductivity High Conductivity

Fig. 19

Distribution of Field in Plasma

(Most Ref 3s2788)

Iaa g ~mlas h t glma ZUam

Probe ou s aend their eond derivatives for the dense plain

were taken for the probe at 2.5, 3.8, 5.1, 6.3, and 8.9 on from the

reference electrode. The probe did not move freely in the tube; hence

probing along the axis of the tube at equal3 spaced Increments was

not possible. The second derivative for the probe 2.5 ca frau the
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reference electrode is shown in Fig. 20a on the folloving pag. The

remultant ema distribution curve and a maxellian having the same

average energ are shown in Fig. 20b. Plasma potential occurs where

the second derivative curv (Fig. 20a) crosses the X axis. The probe

voltage with respect to the plasma is sero at this point. To the

left of this point is the electron retarding region, the region of

interest. The ordinates for the energ distribution curves were

obtained by udtiplying each ordinate of the second derivative curve

n the electron retarding region taken at 0.1 ev intervals times the

square root of the corresponding abscissas. Thus Iq (46) was applied

throughout the electron retarding region to obtain the energy dis-

tribution speotrum. The constant K' vas ignored in the calculations

because at this stage of the calculations, n is not known. Thus

the ordinates of F(B) a be found but may not be normalized

using Eq (46).

Since these calculations are rather tedious when done by hand

for siveral probe positions in the tube, a computer propam, which

may be found in Appendix A, was written to accomplish this. This

progam automatically adjusts the Ry distribution ordinates so that

the data mWy be used to plot a normalized distribution curve. The

program also computes the average energy of the electrons, their

average velocity, the density of the plasma and the ordinates of a

Maxwellian Distribution having the se energy as the average energy

of the RF distribution.
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4CI

Second Derivative Curv

A lb

ftl

Disrutaiton lIn F 11am

)4axvellian Distribution

i, & f
5V ---

(b)

Bneff Distribution Curve

Fig.20

Seond Derivative Curve and Inera Distribution, Ow"

for Probe at 2.5 am from Referenceg lactrode
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Plots oS the electron energy distribution for the probe at 3.8,

5.1, 6.3, and 8.9 am from the reference electrode may be found in

Fig. 21 (page 59) and Fig. 22 (page 60). Plotted vith each RF dis-

tribution curve is a Maxwellian curve having the same average energy.

Semi-log plots of the second derivative curves may be found in

Appendix B. Since the semn-log plot of the second derivative of a

Maxellian energy distribution function is linear, these curves pro-

vide an additional means of examinin the deviations of the RU elec-

tron energy distribution from a Mawxellian.

In eximining Figs. 20b, 21, and 22 several facts become apparent.

First, the energy distribution curves, although varying in average

energy, have generally the same shape for the probe at all positions

except at 2.5 cm. The proximity of the probe to the reference elec-

trode at 2.5 cm probably accounts for the distortion noted at this

position. Secondly, the curves deviate markedly from Maxellian curves.

This is to be expected since a Maxwellian is only anticipated when the

particles are in thermal equilibrivm and there is no external field

(Ref 6:24). The low energy electrons found in Maxwellian distributions

are missing from the RF distribution. This is to be expected because

the RF field penetrates the plasma and removes the low energy electrons

by giving them additional energy. The high energy electrons are missing

because in the vicinity of the probe the accelerating electric field

must be low (Fig. 19) and also because the higher energy electrons lose

their energy by inelastic collisions. There are two metastable states

of argon occurring at 11.5 and 11.7 ev (Ref 16:39). Thus electrons
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.16. -- DitriLbution In RF Plasma

H'I

'*- 
DI 

iution 
In I 

F 
l

fmxvllian Distribution

Iv -v

(a)

Probe at 3.8 cn from Reference Electrode

F- Distribution In IF Plasim

F(S)

.04

Maxve4Lan Distribution

(b)

Probe at 5.1 am from Reference Eleotrode

Fig. 21

Energ Distribution in BY Plsma
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4-Ditribation in 3? Plama

-Mmxmwellian DIetArIbatilon

(a)
Proben at 6.3 m from Referenc Iletn'o

j 4-Distribtlan In V? Plasma

rIhmmwellian DistrIbutIo

4 I. It

(b)
Probe at 8.9 m3 from Reference Ziectrode

Fig. 22

Energ Distribution In R 3pamm
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with those energies or higher can excite argon atoms and hence will

lose some or all of their energy. The first ionization potential of

argon occurs at 15.68 ev (Ref 5:2549). As the energy distribution

curves in Fig. 11 indicate, no electrons collected by the probe at

any of the points where probe measuremnts were made were energetic

enough to cause ionization. At least they were not present in

detectable quantities.

The fact that the discharge was self-sustaining may be explained

by two possibilities. First, it has been mentioned that argon has

two metastable states. Metastable states have the characteristic of

being comparatively long-lived. Their decay time is on the order of

milliseconds versus a decay time of 10- seconds for a non-metastable

state (Ref 14:15). Thus it is possible for ionization in the tube to

occur in steps, i.e., an argon atom may be excited by an electron and

then subsequently ionized by another electron.

Another possibility is that ionization takes place at the outer

extremities of the tube. This is quite logical because as mentioned

previously the local value of the electron energy is fixed by the

local value of E. Since the field intensity decreases with the

radius as Fig. 19 indicates, the electron energies would be expected

to have lower values at the center of the tube than at its outer

extremities. Diffusion into the center of the tube by the fast elec-

trons is hindered by the electric field. The electrons will have a

tendency to follow the E field lines which are radial about the

center of the tube. Electrons penetrating into the center would have
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to be scattered Inwly and this Inward scatter wu be hindered ku

inelastle scattering. The field should have a sigdifmnt effect on

the otion of the electrons bease, as il be seen, the ratio or

collision frequency to field frequency was about 3 to 1.

Table I shows the variaton of the average energy of the elec-

trans and also the variation of plasm density for various points

along the odes of the tube. maW additonal seasuremats along the

axis of the tube need to be =de before an expmatiom of this varia-

tios is atteopted.

Table I

Average bnerg of Electrons and Plasm Densit
at Various Probe PositiAos Along Tube is

Position Average berg Plasm Densr
( al (owl (leetrmns/,

2.5 4.67 3.06 x 1010

3.8 5.13 3.13 x 1010

5.1 4.84 3.48 x 1010

6.3 4.84 3.28 x 1010

8.9 4.84 3.0 x 1010
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It is obvious that the RI electric field prevents the electrons

from achieving a maxeelian distribution by continually supplying

energ to them. What effect, If ar', a magnetic field has on the

electrons was investigated by supplying an external DC magnetic field

to the plasma.

From a classical pkics standpoint, a magnetic field dMes not

change the magnitude of the velocity of the charged particle but only

its direction. Thus the kinetic energy of the particle should remain

the sam. Probe curves were taken with and without an external W4g-

netic field present, and they indicated that the density of the

plasma was increased by a factor of 1.6 with the magnetic field present.

Second derivative curves were also taken, and the second derivative

curve with the magnetic field present matched perfectly the curve

without the magnetic field, indicating that this external magnetic

field had no effect on the energ distribution of the electrons. Thus

it is reasonable to assume that the alternating magnetic field present

in the plama does not affect the energ distribution of the elec-

trons either.

Deriving a distribution function that would predict the energy

distribution of the electrons in the tube is an exceedingly difficult

task and was not undertaken by this author. It is complicated by the

fact that the distribution function will be a function of the electric

field intensity and this intensity varies with the radius of the tube.

The problem is even further complicated by the fact that in this
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investigation the collision frequency am vill be seen in the following

paragraph was comparable to the exciting frequm . Thus, the task of

constructing a model which describes the events occurring in the tube

in ver7 difficult.

flalnnaM at 2aL O uu
The calculation of the electron collision frequency in the dense

mode was done by first determaning the electron mean free path for

elastic collision by use of the following formla (Ret 2:3)t

X 1 - (62)
PoPo

wbere X in mena free path,

Pc is a meam=* of collision probability, and

P0  is the reduced presue in ma Nmorciy, i.e., P0 T

Using 4.8 ev aS the average nerg of the electron P. = 32 (te f 2:7).

With T = 29301 Iq (62) becmes

== 23OX 1.58 om
.2 x 273 x 32

Collision frequency is related to X br the following equation

v :(63)
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Using X, = 1.58 and 1.16 x 107 ov/seoond as the value of the average

electron velocity which was calculated by the compter

= 1 0 73.4 x 106 ooflisione/sec (64)1.58

The percentage of ionisation of the gas in the bright mode was

also calculated by first finding the nmber of gas atom/m 3 in the

tube before the generation of the plama and then comparing this number

to the plama demsity which was calaulated by the computer. Letting

the volam of the gas in the tube be V1  at 0.2 m Mercury at 2930K,

the volume of the gas at STP is given by

.2 x V x 273
VO 293 x 760 = .000245V1  (65)

Since there are 6.025 x 1023 atoms/mole and a mole of argon

3

occupies 22,400 on3, the number of argon atom in the tube is

60 x1 .x .000245V1 = 6.59V1 x 10'5 atoms (66)

22,400

6.59V, x 10x 1015 atom/i3 (67)

Vl

The average of the plasma density in Table I is 3.31 x 1010. Therefore

for the dense mode along the tube axis

% ionisation = 3-31 x 1010 x 100 = .00050% (68)

6.59 x 1015
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sma at IA
The principal sources or calculable errors in the experiment ow

be attributed to reading of the ordinates of the second derivative

curves. The values of the average energy are only good to two signifi-

cant figures, Different data from the s second derivative curve

were fed into the coputer on two different occasions and the dif-

ference in average energy was 0.03 ev. The same thing was tried on

another curve giving a difference in average energy of 0.08 ev.

Another source of error is in the probe itself. The probe does

disturb the plasma to a certain extent. Studies made in the Electronic

Technology Laboratory indicate that the distortion is most apparent at

potentials near plasma potential. This would introduce errors in the

low end of the distribution spectrm. The amount of distortion intro-

duced by the probe has not yet been fully investigated.

In deriving Eq (46) it was assumed that the current collected by

the probe was purely an electron current. In actuality in the electron-

retarding region the current is composed of both electrons and ions.

The ion current is approximately linear in the ion saturation region

as Fig. 17 indicates and may be linearly extrapolated to tero for less

negative voltages (Ref 74594). If it were completely linear in the

extrapolated region, then the ion current would have no effect on the

second derivative curve as the second derivative of a linear equation

is everywhere zero. If it is not linear, the effect will still be

small because the ion current must monotonically go to zero at a

potential slightly more positive than plasma potential and in
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exaMn1ng Fig. 17 this does not permit the ion current to be very con-

cave downward. Thus any errors introduced by the ion current in the

second derivative curves and in the resultant energy distribution

curves should be extremely mall.

The objective of determining the feasibilitiy of making probe

energy distribution measurements in an RiF plasma van accomplished

and energy distribution measurments were made along the axis of the

tube. The results indicated that the assumption (which is often

made for convenience) that the distribution is Noxwellian is not a

good one.

There are many additional experiments which should be performed

on the tube in order to understand more full the electron energy

distribution of an RF plasma. Measmemnts should be made at dif-

ferent tube pressures to see what effect changing the I/p ratio has

on the energ distribution. The exciting frequency should also be

varied to see what effect it has on the plasma eneru distribution,

if any. This latter experiment requires a push-pulU transmitter

since variable frequency measurements with the experimental set-up

used for this report are impractical.

An experiment should be devised to see how isotropic the electrons

are along the axis of the tube. This could be accomplished by changin

the orientation of a plane probe in the tube and examining the resulting

probe curves. This experiment is important because spherical probe
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theory in based on isotropio distribution of electons. If the fisld

is veak nee the zds of tUe tubep the dietton very val be

quite isotropic, but this should be investigated.

If the tube is constructed vith a mall movable loop that am be

extended from the tube val to the oter of the tube, them the mg-

netio field wq be probed. If the magnetic field in sero In the

interior of the plama, them th* associated electric field rist be

so and the p3lam is thia effectively acting as a shield to the

electric field.

Finally, since this ecperumt is so depedent on q y it

is recommeded that in futwe eaperiaents a reference electrode

identical to the one used in this eplprimnt be placed in the bottoa

of the tube to further myetrise the conditions in the plamn.
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The rogram used in reducing the data uses Eq (46) to obtain the

unnomal end eergy distribution ordinates. The integral1 F(Z)dZ

is evaluated and normlised to 1 by multiplying it by a normalising

factor. Simpson's Rule is used in performing the intepation. Then

each eonerg distribution ordinate calculated by Zq (46) is mltiplied

by the sam normalising factor mentioned above and thus the distribu-

tion curves plotted on page. 57, 59, and 60 are normalised.

This program uses the AFIT Fortran System. The AFIT Processer,

Loader and Subroutine docks ay be obtained from the I4 Library.

For input data an even mber of equal increments mast be taken along

the horizontal axis of the second derivative cuwves since as mentioned

above Simpson's Rule is used n the normlisation of the energy dis-

tribution ordinates. The data must be read into the computer in the

following order: H, N, CPP, I(I)'s, and SD(I)'s. These variables

are defined in the Dictionary of Variables shown on the following

page.

*Program for the IBM 1620 Digital Computer.
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DIMENSION E(200),SD(200),GE(200)

READ ,1H,N, CPP

BK-.861 7E-04

P1-3.14159

RP-. 00027

EM-. 91083E-30

Q.. 16o2lE-11)

DO 1 1-1,11

1 READ,E(I)

D0 2 1ma1,N

2 READ,SD(I

DO 3 1-1,14

3 GjE( IhSD(.I)*SQRT(E(I))

MM-i

4 A-fl.

5 J-J+1

B-B+GEtI.)

I F%(NN-L.)7,7,6

6 A-A+GE 0M)

GO TO 5
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7 GO TO (8,11i),t4M

B AREE-(H*(GE(I1).GE(N)+4.*B+2.*A))/3.

FONE-1 ./AREE

L-0

PRINT 61

PRINT 70

DO 10 1-1,N4

GE( I)-GE( I)*FOIIE

PRINT 62,I,GEC'I)

L-L+1

IF(L-3)10,9, 10

9 L-0

PRINT 60

10 CONTINUE

GO TO 12

11 AVEN=m(H*(GE( 1)+GE(N)+4.*B,2.*A))/3.

GO TO 14

12 DO 13 1-1,14

13 GE(t)-GE(I)*E'I)

MM- 2

GO TO 4

14 T..(AVE14*2.)/('3.*BK)

L=O

PRINT 63

PRINT 70
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DO 16 1-1,N

BB-2./'(SQRT(PI )*U(BK*T)**1.5))

SD( I).BB*SQRT(E( I))*EXP(-.(E( I)/(BK*T)))

PRINT 64,I,SD'%t)

L-L+l

IF (L-3 )16, 15, 16

5 L-O

PR IN1T -60

16 C0NTINLIE

DO 17 1-1,14

SDC I)-SORT( 2.*E (I )*Q/EM)

17 GE(I)-GE(I)/E(I)

18 B-0.

LL.-N-1

DO 19 1-1,1.L

19 A-A+B

GO TO ('20,21),JJl

20 ARE V-A

GO TO 22

21 AREVW-A

AVE V-ARE VW/AREV

GO TO 24
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22 DO 23 1-1,14

23 GEC I)-GE( I)*Sn( I)

J J- 2

GO TO 18

PD-%'CPP)/ (PI*(RP**2. )*Q*AVEV)

PRINT 65,AVEN

PRINT 66,AVEV

PRINT 67,T

PRINT 68,PD

60 F0RMiAT(/7X

61 FORI-AT(/30X,25HRF DISTRIBUTION ORDINATES)

62 F0RMAT%'2HGEi4,JH-F6.4,7X)

63 FORMAT('/30X,33tIAXWEL.IAN DI STRIBUTION ORDINATES)

64 FORIAT('3HGEMI4,lH-F6.4,6X)

65 FORkAT%'///20X,24HAVERAGE EL*ECTRON ENERGY-F6.3, 1X,2HEV)

66 FORMAT(///20X,26HAVERAGE ELECTRON VELOCITY-F9.0,JX,3HMPS)

67 F0RtIAT('///20X,21HELECTR0N TEMPERATt)RE-FHO.1 , X,9HDEGREES K)

68 F0RtMATk(///20X,15HPLASMA DENS ITY-El 4.8, 1 X, 17IELECTRONS PER MTR)

70 F0RtIAT(///7X)

STOP

END
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Appendix B

semi-log Plots of So cond Derivative Curves
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